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I Can, I Will  

The Ten Mental Modifications or Vittris 
1. Spiritual Ignorance  2. Thirst  3. Jealousy  4. Treachery   5. Shame                     

6. Fear  7. Disgust   8. Delusion  9. Foolishness  10. Sadness 



Elements of the Solar Plexus Chakra          © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Sanskrit Name: Manipura
    (Meaning) Lustrous Gem

Purpose: Transformation

Issues: Energy, activity, autonomy, Individuation, will, self esteem,

Proactivity, Power

Physical location: Between the navel and base of the sternum.

Sense Organ /Sense: Eye/Sight

Energizing Colour:              Yellow

Symbol:            A circle surrounded by ten blue lotus petals, and insideYantra is Red

Triangle pointed down

Element:            Fire

Energy State:      Plasma

Force:               Will

Central Issue: Power, self-esteem, self-image, energy, will, responsibility 

Developmental Stage: 18 months to 4 years -

Developmental Tasks: Realization of separateness, Establishment of autonomy

Identity: Ego identity
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Orientation: Self-definition

Rights: To act and be an individual

Primary Truths: The energy of personal power - the magnetic core of our ego and 

personality; the process of individuation/forming self/ego self esteem. 

To create an identity apart from our tribal self.

Facing experiences that reveal to us our strengths and weaknesses 

as separate from the influence of our elders

Foods: Starches
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Spiritual Elements - Solar Plexus        © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass

Key Note (Vocalizing): E  ("o" sound as in "top")   

Sacred Sound: Rang

Seed Sounds Dang, Dhang,Rlang (palatal sounds)

of the Petals - Bija: Tang, Thang, Dang, Dhang (dental sounds

Nang, Pang, Phang (Labial sounds)

Carrier of the Seed Ram (mesha)

Sound:

Spiritual Lesson: Acceptance of your place in the life stream - self love

Crystals:           Yellow Tiger's Eye Clears negative energy from the solar plexus and protects 

against psychic attack

Amber Promotes drive to achieve results

Sunstone Very good for releasing tension and stomach ulcers

It increases the ability to receive ideas and energy. 

associated with the pancreas, kidneys and spleen

Peridot Fosters emotional balance, security, and inner peace

Understanding, recognition, openness, acceptance.

Balances the process of emotional release and healing, regulates 

detoxification of emotions to comfortable levels.

Yellow Topaz

Stabilizes life changes and transitions from birth to death, heals the 

 etheric double aura

Balances energy flows through the central nervous system.

Balances the alignment of body, mind, and emotions on all levels.

Goddesses: Athena - Greek Goddess of Wisdom

Bride  Celtic Her names mean "the  Exalted One". She tends the triple fires 

 of smithcraft (physical fire),  healing (the fire of life within), and poetry 

 (the fire of the spirit).

Lakini  Hindu Goddess of Independence and Fire

Pele  Hawaiian Volcano-Goddess Inspires vitality

Diana  Roman  Pursues adventure
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Gods: Ares Greek god of war - determination and action

Bel Celtic God of fire known as the Shining One  Beltane is his festival

Dionysus  Greek God of the exhilaration. represents the brute side of man 

Mars Roman Action, Desire, Anger

warrior/farmer. This was the soldier who would fight and do brave deeds

on the battlefield, but who would then return home to cultivate 

his lands and become provider.

We all have Mars in our natal horoscope--Mars is one of the most basis 

energy forces in all humans, regardless of gender.

Demon: Shame - causes the energy field to become toxic

Animal: Ram Physical strength and stamina in fighting. It charges its opponents head-on

and does not give up easily

Incenses: Carnation Strength, healing

Use when meditating on Claus, Helpful for emotional exhaustion

strengthening the Base Cardamom To gain courage to face any situation.

Charka Cinnamon Purifying, strength, money, stimulates creativity, anti-depressant

Coriander Protects against attack.

Ginger Success, empowerment, strengthens, warms the spirit

Marigold Dreams

Orange Love, Prosperity, Divination, Luck Relaxing, Balancing, 

Stimulating, Sensual

Inner State: Laughter, Joy, Anger

Metal: Iron

Planets: Mars Conflicts, power, courage, victory

Sun Friendship, new enterprises, success

Essential Oils Juniper          Exorcism, protection, healing, and 

for burning or in Rosemary     Purification

carrier oils as a Lavender      Frees one from emotional stress, bringing inner calm and peace

perfume or massage Bergamot     Protection from harm, Encouraging, Anti-Depressant, Balances

oil

Always check suitability of oils vibration if pregnant
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Herbs - Healing Cinnamon       Strength, healing

Use only under the Rosemary       Purification  

direction of a herbalist Saffron            Traditionally considered to have great value for lifting the spirits

when ingesting or if Thyme            Health, healing, purification.

pregnant or on young Ginger Root   Love, courage, and money-attracting blends.

children

 

Herbs - Wicca Cedar smoke is purifying and can cure nightmares

Fennel Seed Gives strength, courage and longevity. aids digestion, courage,    

vitality, virility and strength

Juniper Berry  Aids indigestion, intestinal cramps, diuretic, eases arthritis

Banishes energies injurious to good health. 

Penny Royal Use for ridding negative thoughts against you, carry when dealing  

with negative vibrations of all kinds. Caution

Caution stimulates menstruation when consumed, and can 

induce miscarriage. 

Peppermint  Purification, sleep, love, healing, psychic powers. Promotes 

sleep and visionary dreams. Very useful for stomach upset 

and heartburn, nausea, and to ease congestion during colds & flu 

Thistle Flower Carried in an amulet for joy, energy, vitality, and protection.
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Structure of the Solar Plexus Charka –           © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Open and Balanced: 
You have a deeply fulfilling emotional life 

You take an expansive, outgoing, and sociable attitude to the world

You are able to feel the sweetness of life and have a sense of belonging and fitting in perfectly in the universe. 

You feel daring and confident and able to take risks 

This is the charka associated with the leader, the explorer, and the charismatic extroversive individual.

Balanced: Responsible, reliable

Balanced, effective will

Good self esteem, balanced ego- strength

Warmth in personality

Confidence

Spontaneity, playfulness, sense of humor

Appropriate self discipline

Sense of one's personal power

Able to meet challenges

Overactive: A charka can be depleted and over activated at the same time

You are ruled by ambition, pride, fear, love of fame, desires and passions, and likes and dislikes; 

 you are overly concerned with their place in life and their relation with others;

You may crave the company of other people and be unable to cope or amuse yourself on your own.

Manifest as controlling Need to be right, have last word

when larger than Manipulative, power hungry, deceitful

Crown Charka: Temper tantrums, violent outbursts

Stubbornness

Arrogant

Hyperactive

Driving ambition ( type A personality)

Overly competitive

Overly aggressive, dominating, controlling

Under Activated or Blocked

You are easily overwhelmed by emotions or caught up by astral forces 

and may suffer from delusions and schizophrenia

You tend to block your emotions, or feel only superficial emotions

You may feel only negative emotions such as anxiety, panic, or worry 

You may be closed to spiritual energies and unable to experience the sweetness and joy of life

You have a fear of change and are incapable of opening to greater things in life

Weak will, easily manipulated

Low self esteem  

Poor self discipline and follow through

Passive

Unreliable

Attracting to sedatives

Victim mentality, blaming others
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Physical Factors of the Solar Plexus          © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Physical identity, oriented to self-definition                                                                       

This charka is known as the power charka, located in the solar plexus.

Ideally this charka brings us personal power, will, and autonomy as well as our metabolism

When healthy, this chakra brings us energy, effectiveness, spontaneity, and non-dominating power 

Governing Functions Acts as an energy clearing house centre

of Solar Plexus Chakra Controls heating & cooling systems of the body

on the Physical body Diaphragm

The respiratory system

The digestive system

Pancreas

Stomach

Liver

Gallbladder

Spleen

Adrenal Glands

Kidneys

to a certain degree large & small intestines, appendix & other

internal organs

Lower back

The sympathetic nervous system 

Gland: The pancreas and the adrenal 

Diseases associated Digestive disorders

with physical Ulcers

malfunction: Hypoglycemia

Diabetes

Muscle spasms

Muscular disorders

Chronic fatigue

Hypertension

Disorders of stomach, pancreas, gall bladder, lover

High cholesterol levels

Hepatitis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Heart disease

Collapsed middle

Colon and intestinal problems

Pancreatitis, 

Allergies

Anorexia or bulimia, 
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Psychological Factors                                      © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

The Solar Plexus is where the lower will is located

The centre of I  " I want this, I want that , I need that…." To be successful this chakra needs to be

balanced and highly activated

Yellow relates to self worth. How we feel about ourselves and how we feel others perceive us.

This is the area of the personality, the ego and the  intellect.

Psychological attributes of a strong balanced Solar Plexus:

Assertiveness                                   

Courage                                            

Daring
Strong Drive

Perseverance

Responsible reliable

Psychological affects of a weak, congested or depleted Solar Plexus:
Anger

Hate

Irritation

Resentment

Worry

Anxiety

Tension

Fear

Selfishness

Overly aggressive, dominating, controlling
Abrasiveness

Addictions

Traumas & Abuses:

Shaming

Authoritarianism

Volatile situations

Dominating of will

Physical abuse, dangerous environments, fear of punishment

Enmeshments

Age inappropriate responsibilities (Parentified Child)

Inherited shame from parents
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Exercise for the Solar Plexus Chakra

Lie down and place a yellow citrine or sunstone on your solar plexus. Surround it with yellow calcite stones and hold a 

clear quartz laser in each hand. You can also place a clear quartz single terminated crystal above your crown chakra 

pointing towards your feet and one between your feet pointing towards your crown. Relax for at least 15 minutes - you 

can combine this with a Pranic healing.

Try a meditation to help balance your solar plexus chakra. Imagine you are walking through meadows, see and smell all 

the flowers and pay particular attention to the yellow ones like primroses and marigold or buttercups. In a clearing a fire 

is burning, so bathe in its warmth and feel it regenerating your solar plexus. Let your mind run free and see where you go

 - finding a pool or cave glistening with citrines! 

Wear a bright yellow T shirt or twist some gold coloured scarfs together and make a belt - sew some gypsy coins on the 

points and wear a yellow turban!.

I remind you again to be sure to ground yourself after meditating by placing your feet firmly on the ground and feel yourself 

connecting with the Earth. Feel those roots going down. 

Try one of the Dr Bach flower essences to balance the solar plexus - Aspen for those unknown fears or Honeysuckle to 

help you live in the 'now'.

Find a quiet corner and create a sacred space or altar where you can place some 'objets' that are personal to you. 

A piece of rutilated quartz which shines with golden inclusions. A bowl of yellow primulas or daffodils. A yellow candle.

A keyring with the Ram (Aries) on it.

Make a list of things you want for yourself on yellow coloured paper and do a ritual burning on a sunny day. (fire) 

Make up an affirmation to repeat each day. For example -

For as long as I can remember I have always had strong personal power. It has always been this way for as long as I 

can remember. I am strong personal power. I AM that. I AM

For as long as I can remember joy and love have always been a part pf me . It has always been this way for as long as I 

can remember. I am JOY,  I Am LOVE. I AM that. I AM
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 Solar Plexus Chakra 

Physical 

List any condition you presently have  

Psychological 

Look at your numbers and see what negatives aspects you 

may be  using that are vibrationally affecting the energy flow 

in the Solar Plexus chakra. List below 


